Intro
Please reference the following information as our required submission of the fourth quarterly
report. We continued our efforts and made great strides supporting the goals of the SBA RIC. As
you review the included information, please reach out with any questions or requests for
additional clarification.

Program Actions, Activities, & Events
Throughout the fourth quarter, we were able to provide services and support to small
businesses on multiple fronts. Information is detailed in the sections below.
While working the execution of the contract, our team also continued strategic program actions
to continue our path forward. Examples of our work in this area include the following:

Utah Advanced Manufacturing Week
Hosted the first annual Utah Advanced
Manufacturing Week during the month of
November 2019. This multi-event program
brought increased awareness across the
state of the significance of advanced
manufacturing and specifically provided
many SB’s with new business
opportunities. With a declaration by the
Governor, the week consisted of special
events, workshops and activities to help educate, grow, and promote this exciting industry and
its 10,000+ skilled workers within the state! November 4th through the 8th included a large
number of activities, events, and visibility that directly applies to the goals and objectives of the
SBA RIC contract. Six major events took place with 1,900 small business leaders participating
and 8 teams pitching innovations. The following are the activities of the week and the
attendance:
•

Stem Expo: The Expo is a great place to engage in hands-on demonstrations and
workshops, while gaining insight into future science, technology, engineering, and
higher education. Over 1,000 total attendance. Some 350 attended special breakout
sessions hosted by UAMMI on advanced manufacturing.

•

Salt Lake Community College Westpointe Open House: Featured hands-on activities,
student shadowing, tours, career opportunities with local industry partners, and
information on the Utah Works Program. Over 200 attended the tour of the
manufacturing and advanced materials lab facilities at the College.

•

UAMMI Hosted CrossTalk Event:
Dinner and Keynote Event with
insight into the latest university
projects and presentations from
industry experts. Attended by
over 150 SB leaders

•

Fly Away with Composites event:
Featured seminars, trainings,
workshops, and networking. Over
350 attended this event focusing
on career and business opportunities
in advanced manufacturing
• Composites One Networking
Reception: Opportunity for
networking and engagement with
over 75 SB leaders. This event
allowed for significant small
business interaction and included a
jointly hosted dinner and reception
with Comp One.

•

US Air Force Research Lab: UAMMI and the Air Force Research Lab (AFRL) hosted an
event where sustainment technology innovators presented their ideas to the AFRL team
and identified opportunities for collaboration. Eight teams presented new innovation
proposals to 15 Air Force Research Lab managers over two days. Each team had 1-3
people. A reception was also held in which 30 people received a demonstration of the
carbon fiber 3D printer.

Program Strategic Tools and Efforts
Our team was also able to utilize valuable tools under the SBA RIC as setup and designed during
the first quarter. Information on those tools and applicable events tied to those tools are listed
below.

RAMP
RAMP is a product/startup accelerator
fully dedicated to innovators utilizing
carbon fiber, advanced composites or 3D
printing as key components in their
product innovations. It is open to
innovators at different growth stages and
across a wide range of market sectors
such as outdoor sports and recreation,
medical devices, building construction,
aerospace, commercial drones and more.

Secured Commitment for RAMP
Teams Contribution of $40k: Cash
and In-Kind

Secured the funding commitment from both Grow Utah and the Davis County Economic Loan
Fund for RAMP 2020 cohort teams to receive tuition scholarships for their participation in
RAMP. Commitment is a total of $40k in cash and in-kind contributions.

Provided Ongoing Mentoring and Advisory Assistance to 2019 RAMP Cohort
Members
Provided follow up mentoring and advisory assistance to members of the 2019 RAMP Cohort.
Assisted team members in preparing for and presenting to prospective investment and loan
groups for startup capital. Reviewed and revised pitch presentations and counseled on how
best to present their respective investment opportunities. Advised and counseled on oversees
manufacturing sources for products and technologies.

Mobile RAMP Program
Hosted two Mobile RAMP Events in rural Utah
locations- Box Elder county/ Brigham City, which
incorporates the northern Utah region and Iron
County/ Cedar City southern Utah region. 46 rural
small businesses participated combined during two
mobile RAMP events. These events consisted of
providing startup training to invited groups of
selected entrepreneurs whose businesses
incorporate advanced manufacturing or the use of
advanced materials. The events were hosted on
site with our regional partners- Box Elder Economic
Development Agencies and Southwest Tech Group- and were specifically focused on rural
businesses. In addition to the training, participants were invited to participate in the RAMP
2020 cohort.

2019 RAMP Cohort New Product Innovations
Six new products were developed and introduced into the marketplace by 2019 RAMP cohort
members. These ranged from outdoor recreation hydration products utilizing advanced
materials, to new Bluetooth communication technologies for mountaineering, to carbon fiber
communication towers. Five patents were applied for by RAMP 2019 cohort SB’s.

Obtained Follow-on Investment of $175k
Assisted a 2019 RAMP Cohort member in
obtaining a follow on investment of $175k from
the Davis County Economic Loan Fund, a publicly
managed loan fund for small businesses.

2020 RAMP Funding Commitment from
Partners
Obtained funding commitment from our partners for the 2020 RAMP Cohort. These funds will
be used to provide financial scholarships to participating RAMP 2020 cohort members. Funding
partners include private professional firms, the Utah Governor’s Office of Economic
Development, the Davis Loan Fund, and small business loan organizations.

CONNEX
Designed and constructed over the last year, this
custom database tracks the complex Utah
composites supply chain and identifies specific
gaps and areas of opportunity for new business
and new business services within the cluster. This
tool serves as a virtual collaboration center where
business needs are matched with new Utah
business partners, regardless of geographic
location. In a world of diverse and geographically
dispersed supply chains, a virtual tool allowing
collaboration is critical. The value of this tool is
even more significant considering the rural focus
of the regional innovative cluster.

CONNEX Member Outreach
This quarter the UAMMI CONNEX team met with small business CONNEX members NAMMO
and Orbit. The purpose of the face-to-face meetings were to provide one-on-one training on
tool features, highlighting new improvements. The team provided impromptu examples and
explanations to NAMMO and Orbit employees. One main point was the Exchange Center and
how members can effectively and efficiently repurpose materials or advertise needs or offers.
The meeting also provided an excellent forum for member feedback and general discussion.
The CONNEX team uses member feedback to improve overall member experience with the
Supply Chain Tool.
The CONNEX team will meet with Granite and Tooele School Districts in a combined meeting on
17 Jan 20. The team will meet with advanced manufacturing instructors and get their feedback
on the supply chain tools impact on small business enablers such as the school districts as well
as how to improve the tools applicability to the academic sector of the advanced manufacturing
ecosystem.
Recently UAMMI has received member requests from the Utah Manufacturers Association and
Ogden City Business Development as well as Logan Utah’s Brenkman & Company. The
CONNEX team has requested meetings to help them more quickly utilize the CONNEX tool. The
team is very excited that the small business enablers such as the Utah Manufacturers
Association and Ogden City Business Development are reaching out to UAMMI to increase

networking and small business development. The team believes these enablers will play a key
role in the continued expansion and reach of the CONNEX supply chain tool.
Currently CONNEX Small Business Members number 144 and growing!

CONNEX Member Benefits
UAMMI is very pleased with the benefits that CONNEX
is able to offer. Currently there are seven CSL Alerts
informing members (all impacting small businesses) of
suppliers that have been flagged by the United States
Government for commerce concerns. This feature is a
cost-effective and affordable way for small businesses
to stay informed of possible problems with suppliers
that could adversely affect their business’ current and
future opportunities.
The Exchange Center currently has three postings (1 Large Business, 1 Small Business, 1 School
(small business-enabler). This particular feature is proving very useful for companies and
schools to connect regarding repurposing materials or to find fellow network members who
may be able to quickly fill a need locally.

CONNEX Upgrades
Based on UAMMI and CONNEX Member feedback, i5 has deployed several upgrades to improve
the CONNEX tool, including a SBA-RIC related element.
-Supply Chain Visualization Look-and-Feel Changes
-Org Audit Reporting
-SBA RIC Reporting
-Contact Support
The UAMMI CONNEX team is very excited by the continued customer demand for this supply
chain tool. The team will continue to interact with CONNEX members to ensure the tool meets
the need of this ever-growing Utah-centric ecosystem. Small businesses will be able to leverage
CONNEX to help them overcome any obstacles that typically do not hinder large businesses.

Outreach and Marketing
In order to increase the visibility of UAMMI to the SBA
RIC target audience, UAMMI executed extensive
outreach and marketing efforts. A sample of those
efforts is listed below for your reference where 2,200
people were contacted via newsletter, 6,600 contacted
via email, 2,010 visited the UAMMI website.

Newsletter
Issued two newsletters of the Utah Advanced Materials
and Manufacturing Initiatives including SBA-RIC efforts
to some 2,200 recipients. The newsletter serves as the
main outreach and communication tool for the industry
providing relevant information and insight into the Utah industry.

Email Circulation
Issued three UAMMI emails to 2,200 recipients at each
mailing promoting SBA-RIC initiatives, Connex (UAMMI
Supply Chain Tool), RAMP, relevant industry information
and UAMMI events.

Website

Managed and updated the UAMMI website with relevant
industry information and key events and new business
opportunities. As the UAMMI website is a key connection
point across industry, its maintenance and update is critical to outreach and marketing efforts.
As such, our team ensures content is current and valuable and all functions work as intended.
Website received visitations of 670 per month with 2,010 visitors for the reporting period.

Mobile Ramp

Hosted two Mobile RAMP Events in rural Utah locations- Box Elder county/ Brigham City, which
incorporates the northern Utah region and Iron County/ Cedar City southern Utah region. These
events consisted of providing startup training to an invited group of selected entrepreneurs
whose businesses incorporate advanced manufacturing or the use of advanced materials. The
events were hosted on site with our regional partners- Box Elder Economic Development
Agencies and Southwest Tech Group- and were specifically focused on rural businesses. In
addition to the training, participants were invited to participate in the RAMP 2020 cohort.

Cluster Training, Engagement, and Assistance
Our team worked very closely with multiple individuals and organizations in order to target our
support to their specific needs. The ongoing training and engagement provided by the UAMMI
RIC team continues to help foster growth and innovation in our cluster. While the following are
only a sample of the detailed activities and efforts executed by the UAMMI team, we believe
that illustrating a few items of interest is valuable to the SBA team.
1. One of the foremost training companies
for business in Utah has been Impact
Utah, formerly a part of the MEP
program (part of NIST) but now
independent of that system. Impact
Utah has several training programs
associated with helping technology
teachers in high schools retrain to
become less “craft” oriented (such as
woodwork shop and metal shop) and more general technology oriented. Working with
Granite School District (a suburban school district in Salt Lake County that services
mostly medium to lower income areas), Impact Utah is developing a pilot program that
hopefully can be used throughout the state. It is hoped that this program will result in a
much greater number of students, especially in rural areas, who want to pursue careers
in STEM-related companies. Lately, Impact Utah has sought to merge with Vereo, a
company specializing in leadership training. The principle officers of Vereo have asked
UAMMI to assist them in understanding the overall training programs for companies in
the state, especially the MEP programs and the role of Impact Utah. Since UAMMI
personnel have been involved in this training system for over 40 years, we are qualified
to give this counsel and anxious to assist as we have several companies that are anxious
to get more students into their companies as interns. Impact Utah has asked to become
a member of UAMMI, has been entered into the UAMMI database, and has populated
the Impact Utah space in Connex, the UAMMI supply chain tool.
2. Isotruss is a startup company that is now about 2 years old and a 2019 RAMP cohort
member. The company makes towers and other structures using carbon fiber composite
and a special design that features 3-dimensional patterns based on isosceles triangles.

The structures are very strong, stiff and lightweight. Several have been sold as cell
phone towers (especially in areas that are difficult to access) and to NASA. The volume
of manufacturing has risen to the point where Isotruss is thinking of using dry fiber and
wet resin instead of prepreg. This change will decrease the cost of raw materials but will
complicate the production methods. To help in the evaluation of using wet resin,
Isotruss called us to explain the details of using wet resin and to identify how the
materials would be applied and cured. We helped identify specific resins that would
work for them and recommended suppliers.
3. We met with Abe Allen, owner of Abe Allen Filament Winding, and we discussed his new
concepts for winding donut shaped parts and other intricate shapes. We discussed
products that might be made by this technique and decided that a good entry part
would be an attack ladder. These are small ladders, usually about 6 feet long, that must
be light weight so that they could be carried into an attack by Special Forces or SWAT
teams. Abe will explore the details of supply chain and specifications and then try to
build a few prototypes.
4. We gave Daryl Thompson of HyPerComp contacts
at Idaho National Lab (INL). We visited INL at
their invitation to understand how Utah
companies might fit into the current and future
work at INL, especially in the area of advanced
materials and manufacturing. INL is seeking
companies that will be partners to make some of
the products deriving from developments at INL. HyPerComp makes pressure vessels
and does extensive design for these products and we believe that there is a good fit for
helping INL so we gave this referral.
5. Initiated discussions between Huntsman Chemical and Impossible Objects (IO) and
UAMMI to develop specifications and then make a powdered thermoset resin that can
be used in the additive manufacturing machine that is currently operated by UAMMI
and is owned by Impossible Objects. The development of a thermoset product will allow
the machine to be used for many other products and, hopefully, lead to additional
grants from the Air Force to make different parts for legacy aircraft. When these parts
are made and demonstrated successfully, UAMMI anticipates that small companies will
purchase the IO machine and take over the business.
6. We met with Craig Eatough, an owner of Ekocoke, a company making metallurgical coke
from coal. The company is working with a firm that intends to put a plant in China.

However, to set up the coking process, Craig needs to evaluate the Chinese coal but
there are import restrictions on Chinese coal. Therefore, we have helped him contact
the people at the Chinese embassy to obtain the import permit for small quantities of
coal for testing.
7. We met with the executives of the Inland Port Authority
of Salt Lake City, a new board that is now in the
planning stage. John Huntsman, Jr. was also present for
some of the meeting. He wanted to show support for
the Inland Port. The port will be a high-tech,
environmentally progressive area that will be ideal for
new businesses wanting to make their products under
“ideal” manufacturing conditions. We anticipate having
the most progressive internet and communication system (all part of a grant from the
Federal Government to implement newest 5G technology) and this will allow rural,
small businesses to benefit from the Port, even if they are located distantly. UAMMI will
be the technical lead in many of these new technology areas.
8. Continued working with David McDougal and Jeff Norton on their potential licensing of
technology from Solid Carbon Products (SCP). To evaluate the potential of SCP products
as reinforcements for injection molding, We took some SCP material to Orbit Irrigation,
a sprinkler manufacturer that has good knowledge and capability in injection molding,
and injection molded tensile specimens with two different concentrations of SCP
material. We then took the samples to Devin Young, a graduate student at the
University of Utah who is working on a project for UAMMI, and asked Devin to test the
specimens using U of U equipment. This was done and we found that the SCP material
gave some improvement but not spectacular improvement. We determined that some
additional work needs to be done to refine the method of adding the SCP material or to
adjust the concentrations or to add chemical functional groups or all of the above. At
McDougal’s request, we spoke with potential investors in their project and informed
them about the properties and potentials of the SCP process.
9. Through CAMX we were contacted by Digital-Can Tech, a Taiwanese group that sought
to work with Utah companies. The president and CTO of the company came to Utah and
explained their company and its products. This company does additive manufacturing
(AM) and has worked in this business segment for over 20 years, a long time in this
young manufacturing field. Digital-Can makes parts for aerospace and others, makes
molds for plastic molding, makes plastic AM parts as prototypes and many other
applications of AM technology. We have worked with LR Dynamics, an aluminum casting

company that desires to enter the AM marketplace by making molds for plastics and
making molds for aluminum casting. We asked Digital-Can if they were interested in
having LR Dynamics represent them as an agent and then, over time, set up LR
Dynamics with AM machines and work together as a joint venture. The president of
Digital-Can was very interested in the idea and, therefore, we called the president of LR
Dynamics and he also was interested. We have, therefore, passed along the contact
information and brochures of Digital-Can and asked LR Dynamics to keep us informed on
any agreement that they might make. The two companies have now corresponded and
have made an appointment to meet in January when the president of LR Dynamics will
travel to Taiwan.
10. Met at the invitation of Solid Carbon Products, a small company that uses CO2 to make
carbon nano particles, with a potential investor group from Flint Hills Resources, a
division of the Koch Group. Koch has several ethanol plants throughout the United
States and the process of making ethanol in these plants results in large amounts of
CO2. Therefore, Koch would like to capture the CO2, thus reducing pollutants, and to
convert the CO2 into useful products that would result in additional profits. The Solid
Carbon Products process seems ideally suited for this application. After explanations of
the many products that can be made using the carbon products from the Solid Carbon
Products process (we were a major “experts” in this discussion) and a tour of the Solid
Carbon Products facility, the Koch Group will begin due diligence and return with a
proposal. It will likely be to jointly build a plant employing the Solid Carbon Process at
the fence-line of a Koch ethanol plant.

11. At CAMX we met with Brian Orkin, an investment partner with Arsenal Capital Partners,
and we discussed Arsenal’s general strategy of investing in chemical and materials
companies. We believed that there were some good possibilities in Utah and we invited
Brian to visit us in Utah where we could talk at length. Brian came to Utah and we
discussed several Utah companies in the field of his interest. One of those companies is
Conductive Composites, a small, rural Utah company that coats materials, chiefly carbon
fiber, with nickel. We have worked extensively with Conductive Composites to help
them shape their company and its products and to secure capital investment so that the
company could expand capacity to meet a potentially huge market. (We even helped
Conductive Composites compose an offer to a potential customer who might fund the

capital to make the product that they would buy in a joint venture.) Brian indicated
strong interest in Conductive Composites and so we called the founder, George Hansen,
and his son, Nate, who is the president of the company. They are interested in talking
with Brian and so we set up the phone call between the parties.
12. While at the Advanced Material conference
co-sponsored by UAMMI and CFK Valley in
Stade, Germany, we met Sven Wiemer of
Schill & Sellacher, a German company that
specializes in formulating epoxy resins to
obtain unique properties. While the use of
specialty resins is difficult for the aerospace
companies (in part because of qualification
requirements), sporting goods and other
non-aerospace companies would often
benefit from access to specially-formulated
resins. Therefore, when Mr. Wiemer came to
Utah, we were able to refer him to several
companies that might use his company’s
resins. The companies referred were Enve, DPS Skis, Drift, Easton, Freedom Innovation,
Otto Bock, and Fillaur. We also alerted him to the forming of new companies in Richfield
and St. George.
13. We continued work with Advanced Technology Compliant Systems (ATCS), a licensee of
origami technology out of Brigham Young University. The particular market is personal
bulletproof shields. We helped identify companies that can do some of the
manufacturing. For example, the ATCS management toured a recently established rural
company, Blacksmith, in Tremonton, Utah, that has acquired sophisticated sewing
machines, cutting tables and has set up a location where they are now in operation. The
area has many people who are trained in sophisticated sewing as Tremonton had a
LazyBoy manufacturing facility that recently closed and moved to Asia. Hence,
Blacksmith is utilizing these workers as the basis of their new operation. The objective of
Blacksmith is to use technology and automation as a way to offset the higher labor costs
and, thereby, compete favorably with Asian sewing operations. Blacksmith also has a
similar operation in rural Vernal, Utah.
In addition to identifying potential manufacturers, we identified some unique suppliers
for ATCS. One was a company that we encountered at CAMX, a trade show for advanced

materials. This supplier is Nippon Graphite, Inc. who sells pitch-based carbon fiber. One
of the grades of this fiber was demonstrated to be highly energy dispersive, that is,
when impacted; the fiber transmitted the impact energy sideways in the sample, thus
preventing cracking of the sample. Such energy dispersive character seemed highly
valuable for a protective shield such as the ones contemplated by ATCS. We set up a call
between ATCS and the US representative for Nippon Graphite.
14. Met with Kihomac, a firm in Utah that
has a principal business of reverse
engineering and then making parts for
legacy aircraft. While there on a tour
with a potential customer, the general
manager approached me and asked
for some technical help on a part they
are making for a new product line in
armor plates. We gave the technical
help and then asked if Kihomac would
be open to making plates for another
company. When they enthusiastically said yes, we called ATCS and suggested that they
talk. Later we accompanied ATCS on a tour of the Kihomac facility as they came to an
understanding about Kihomac being one of the suppliers of armor plates for the origami
shield product for ATCS.
15. We met with Brett Evenson, owner of a computer software development company who
has recently sold his company and now continues for a transition period as an employee
of the company but is looking to begin a new business. We discussed possible
companies and agreed that a good fit would be to work with ATCS by writing the
software to track a small transponder /sensor that would be placed in the ATCS armor
shield that would allow the shield to be tracked (hence reducing stealing) and also to
measure impacts that hit the shield (like a bullet) and therefore give an alert to other
officers so that they could quickly respond and be alert to potential gunfire. Brett will
work with ATCS to develop the specifications for the product.

16. Because of UAMMI’s help with another project, we were introduced to Kent Norton,
managing partner/owner of CSE Investments, a small company that owns rural
properties containing coal fines. We have been asked to develop a strategy to refine the
coal fines and make chemicals, carbon black, graphene, carbon fiber and other products
from these fines. That strategy will not only focus on the coal fines owned by CSE, but

will involve cooperation with the consortium of coal-producing states that UAMMI has
already assembled: Utah, Kentucky, West Virginia, Alaska, Wyoming, and Tennessee.
We have discussed this strategy with Oak Ridge National Lab and with IACMI, who we
have suggested as leaders in the entire effort. Kent Norton believes that he will be able
to fund the project with UAMMI and will welcome participation of the other groups,
although he does not want to wait for them to act as that might take Federal funding
which may come very slowly.

Summary
The above information is not all inclusive of every meeting, counseling service, or activity
executed by the UAMMI team, but this is a representative sample of the ongoing work during
the fourth quarter. We are very pleased by the success of our engagement and execution
activities, the wonderful event participation, growth and use of our strategic tools, and
individual company assistance provided by the UAMMI team. We look forward to continuing
these strides with a successful 1st quarter in 2020 as we continue to support the SBA in the Utah
region through our SBA RIC Partnership.

